
COME IN AND
REGISTER TO WIN

$500.00
BRADLEY’S

GIFT CERTIFICATE
For Custom

Framing

DRAWING
JULY 1, 2008

Master Certified Picture Framer (MCPF™), 
awarded by the Professional Picture Framers 
Association certifies that the holder has 
demonstrated superior framing skills, and has 
passed the industry’s most comprehensive test of 
practical preservation and framing knowledge.
In the technical art world of custom framing, a PPFA 
Master Certified Picture Framer has reached the 
highest level of professional recognition. For the 
best customer service and superior framing skills, 
you can rely on the MCPF mark of excellence.
We are so proud of Jennifer, Lucy and Steve. They 
each were required to frame 4 totally different 

pieces of art and describe in minute detail the design, materials and techniques used. These pieces were dismantled 
by the judges and graded. Each was required to completely frame – moulding, mats, glass, mounting and fitting – a 
random piece of art while the judges watched and to complete the frame in 1 ½ hrs.

Jennifer, Lucy and Steve, this is the PERFECT 38th Anniversary present; you’re the best!

Pat & Bill

Thank You
FOR ALLOWING BRADLEY’S TO SERVE YOU FOR 38 YEARS.

Family owned and operated since 1970

summer 2008

1306 Blalock Rd.
Houston, TX 77055

713.461.5695
bradleysartandframe.com

Bradley ’s  uncondi t iona l ly  guarantees  our  qua l i ty  and your  sa t i s fact ion !

Redeemable on Custom Framing
May be used once per month 

through Sept. 2008

a gift for you

$15
Gift Certificate

LR: Amy. Aaron, Lisa, Steve, Casey, Jennifer, Rachel, Angie, Bill, Tommye, Pat, Lucy
This lovely one-of-a-kind gold leaf frame was created and constructed by our expert team of framers. It is another example of 

Jennifer’s skill at the handcraft of Sgrafitto on the panel and the gold leaf embellishment of the black glass mat.

1ST AND ONLY FRAME SHOP WITH
3 PPFA MASTER CERTIFIED PICTURE FRAMERS™

Did you know that Bradley’s staff has 168 years combined experience 
in picture framing? Jennifer, Lucy and Steve, Master Certified Picture 
Framers, share 55 years combined experience. You can trust Bradley’s.

Lucy Quay, MCPFJennifer Robey, MCPF Stephen Gase, MCPF

FREE GLASS UPGRADE
ORDER CONSERVATION
GLASS ON A CUSTOM
FRAMING ORDER AND

RECEIVE A FREE UPGRADE 
TO MUSEUM

(THE PERFECT) GLASS

For orders placed
during June 2008

COME IN AND
REGISTER TO WIN
(4 SEPARATE DRAWINGS)

ASTROS TICKETS

2 Tickets Each Game Front Row, 
Terrace Section, Behind Home Plate:

JUNE 10 – BREWERS 7:05 PM

JULY 3 – DODGERS 1:05 PM

AUGUST 29- CARDINALS 7:05 PM

SEPTEMBER 14 – CUBS 1:05 PM

“I never ceased to be amazed at 
how you can create the extraordinary out 
of the ordinary.”  Inez K.



A Beautiful Erte’ Print
Once again we have created a masterpiece for 
Sue Ellen Mast. Her striking Erte’ print needed a 
dramatic frame treatment. Lucy designed this highly 
customized frame to reflect the art deco style. The 
colors of the art were faithfully re-created in the 
frame. The corners were all perfectly matched. If Lucy 
can dream it; we can do it. Thanks again, Sue Ellen, 
enjoy your art.

Bradley’s Back Room

COMPOSITION 
ORNAMENTS

The art of composition ornaments (also called 
“compo”) dates back more than 300 years to the 
Italian Renaissance. Compo is a special form of 
ornamentation that resembles hand carving but is 
made of a pliable self adhesive clay-like material 
that has the unique ability to become temporarily 
flexible. Over a short time, the ornament will cure to 
a near rock-like hardness and will form an integral 
bond with the surface of the frame. Because of its 
properties, the ornament can be perfectly applied 
and molded to the surface of any frame no matter 
how irregular the surface. Another advantage of 
compo is that it is incredibly detailed and can be 
finished to match any style of frame. The addition 
of compo to a frame can add a special custom 
accent as well as create the look of a closed corner 
frame. The options are limitless!

Jennifer Robey

Lines From Lucy

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
At Bradley’s we appreciate the fact that YOU choose your 
framer and we know YOU CHOOSE BRADLEY’S because 
of the certainty that you will get:

Workers with a passion for their craft.

Highest Professional Designation in our industry

An Unconditional Guaranty of our Quality and Your Satisfaction

The Widest selection of Moulding this side of the Mississippi

Yes! Answers to your Most Challenging Framing Problems

On Time - First Time - Every time Goal

Unsurpassed Quality

Newest Technology

Exceptional Craftsmanship

Extraordinary Customer Service

Designs that Surpass Your Expectations

We need your help in our continuing pursuit of excellence. 
In the future, you may receive a SHORT feedback card with 
a few questions about your Bradley’s experience. With your 
help, the best will just keep getting better and better....

Thanks, Lucy

Welcomes
Amy Holloway

Amy walked in the door on 
a recent Saturday afternoon 
and presented her resume. 
She has over 4 years 
experience as a picture 
framer including sales and 
design. She even knows our 
computer software. Amy has 
a BA in Biology from UT and 
plans on continuing her 
fine art education here in 
Houston. She is passionate 
about creative design, 
conservation framing and 

providing first class customer service. Amy’s plans include 
passing her Professional Picture Framing Certification test 
as soon as possible. 

We are proud to have Amy join the Bradley’s family.  You 
will enjoy getting to know her.

2007 National College Football 
Champions – LSU Tigers

Who could be more proud than Ken and Maris Harry, both graduates 
of LSU? Maris’ father actually played football for LSU. The couple 
enjoys season tickets that have been in the family for over 65 years. 
We were able to match the school colors, purple and gold, with the 
frame and background material. Pat used a casual arrangement of 
photos, magazine cover, T-shirt, tickets and other items to tell the story. 
Maris tells us that their guests frequently assume there is no glass 
because the Museum glazing just disappears.

Thank you, Ken and Maris, this was our pleasure.

 38 Years With HPD
Terry Stockton proudly served the Houston Police 
Department and the citizens of Houston for almost 38 
years. He recently retired as a Command Helicopter 
Pilot. Terry collected mementos of his career – patches, 
badges, wings, service pins and even handcuffs. 
Tommye artfully arranged the items to form a beautiful 
shadow box. She selected a rich mahogany wood and 
complementary background out of leather to tell this 
important story. Terry, thank you for choosing Bradley’s 
and for helping keep us safe.

YOU FRAMED A WHAT?
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